
Devil World 51 

Chapter 51: Job Change 

Outside the bar, Yue walked along the street, then went into the towering career center building. 

“Welcome, I’m the receptionist Xiao Mei! You have reached level 10, and have met the requirement for 

the first job change. May I ask what kind of job do you want to change to?” Yue had just enter the career 

center, when a woman who looks very beautiful in professional uniforms walked toward him with a 

smile and said. 

Yue looked at Xiao Mei, and lightly said: “Please give me the list of jobs that I can change to.” 

“Okay!” Xiao Mei smiled, pointed in the air, and a white light flashed. Afterwards, a three-dimensional 

projection appeared in Yue’s eyes. 

The job list flashing in that three-dimensional projection made Yue dizzy. 

Doctor, soldier, assassin, maintenance worker, blacksmith, lawyer, translator, warrior, mage, warlock, 

summoner, beast tamer, and hunter. All sorts of jobs in the real world and fantasy world was listed, an 

all compassing list. 

Yue pointed at the doctor job. The three-dimensional projection changed, and an introduction of the 

doctor profession quickly emerged. 

“Doctor Description: Doctor is a job that a team should not lack. Priest can quickly cure a variety of 

injuries by magic. Doctors use conventional methods of healing, and recovery speed is not as fast as 

Priests. However, doctors are able to use drugs to treat viral diseases, developed a variety of new drugs, 

and to achieved the scope of injuries and diseases. After changing the job to doctor, will obtain the skill: 

Common Medical Skill.” 

Yue pointed at the soldier job. The three-dimensional projection changed, and an introduction of the 

soldier profession quickly emerged. 

“Soldier Description: Soldiers are basic combat profession. Close combat is not weak, but they are not 

good at close combat as warriors. However, they are well-versed in using firearms. After a successful job 

change, will obtain the skill: General Firearms Control.” 

Yue’s eyes lit up. General Firearms Control is very good for him. He did not go through any training, so 

his marksmanship is extremely poor. With this skill, his strength would greatly improve. 

Yue did not rush to change job, and just flipped through the job’s description. 

Each job, after a successful job change will get a job skill. Allowing Yue to go from an ordinary person to 

be a part of that field. Yue skipped all the support jobs, and directly looked at the combat jobs. 

Support jobs had many uses, such as maintenance worker can repair cars. Blacksmith job can create 

enchanted weapons. Doctors can cure the diseases, and develop new drugs. They play a great role on 

the team, but these job’s skills can not compare to combat job’s skills. 



Yue viewed many combat jobs, but felt that they were paled in comparison to the soldier’s skills. 

Firearms control allowed the Stinger Pistol he has to have greater destructive power. And compared to 

the magical world of warriors, warlocks, and mages, soldiers profession are better able to survive in this 

real world. 

The mage’s casting speed is too slow. They haven’t even finished casting before getting killed. As for 

close combat ability, warriors was definitely superior to soldiers. But a rocket launcher would take care 

of a warrior. 

“Well this is!” Yue after scrolling through the second page, saw a job in dark light flashing. He pointed at 

it, and soon the job appeared from the hidden black light. 

“Hidden Job: Dark Knight. A knight that controls the violent darkness power. Once the job change is 

successful, will obtain the skills: Art of Fear, Night Enhancement.” 

Yue had a look at the Dark Knight’s job description, and decisively made a choice: “I choose to change 

job to Dark Knight.” 

It was an extremely important selection for Yue. A black light surrounded his feet from a magical array. 

He soon disappeared from the place, and the next moment appeared in a temple full of magical 

atmosphere. 

The dark light from the magical array under his feet started to flow up and into his body, condensing 

into two mysterious runes inside his sea of knowledge. 

“Level 2 Skill: Art of Fear. Active skill, activating the skill, will make biological creatures lose 5 points of 

Spirit and put fear in their heart, shaking their will to fight. People with low Spirit are more susceptible. 

This skill can be used with a single target within a distance of 200 meters, but within 20 square meters, 

will affect all targets. Consumed 3 MP each time.” 

“Level 2 Skill: Night Enhancement. Passive skills, after learning the skill, user will have night vision, and 

sees farther than the daytime. At night, your senses will be greatly enhanced, and more sensitive to 

premonition of danger.” 

After the job change is completed, the dark power lingering besides Yue also vanished. 

Yue had his head down while thinking about the application of the skills, and then marched toward the 

center of the temple. 

At the center of the temple, was a man wearing a mysterious runes engraved, all black, exotic shiny 

body armor. The Dark Knight was standing there like a pole. He just stood still, giving off a feeling of 

suffocating oppression. 

Yue walked in front of the Dark Knight standing there and said: “I am new Dark Knight that just went 

through the job change, Sir, I want to buy the job’s skills.” 

The cold Dark Knight looked at Yue and pointed at the air. Another three-dimensional projection 

appeared and a list of Dark Knight skills appeared before Yue’s eyes. 

There were a total of nine skills in the three-dimensional projection. Three level 1 skills, and six level 2 

skills. 



Yue quietly browsed the nine skills, and thought: “So expensive!” 

Level 1 skills each cost $300 Survival Coin, while the level 2 skills each cost $1000 Survival Coins. 

Yue browsed the six level 2 skills, his eyes flashed with desire: “Summon Skeleton Beast, Beast Tamer, 

Shadow Step … …, all of these skills are great!” 

Each of the six level 2 skills are extremely rare. Yue could get another ability if he obtain it. 

When Yue saw the six level 2 skills, his eyes lit up. He quickly pointed at a skill, and paid $1000 Survival 

Coins. 

The black projected skill turned into a black light and flew into Yue’s sea of knowledge, condensing into 

a black rune. 

“Level 2 skill: Encompassing Body Armor. Able to summon an undying creature body. The undying 

creature appeared as an armor to protect the castor. Activating the skill cost 10 SP and 10 MP. Duration 

of 15 minutes.” 

 

  

Chapter 52: Stinger Model 2 

Yue suddenly walked in front of the Dark Knight and asked: “Senior, may I ask if you have any advice for 

me? ” 

The Dark Knight quietly looked at Yue, and coldly said: “Must be ruthless! Your heart is not ruthless, it 

will be very difficult to survive.” 

After saying those words, the Dark Knight closed his mouth. As if he was a statue, standing still in the 

temple’s center, without a word. 

Yue was silent, and courteously thank the Dark Knight while facing him. Then went back to the magical 

array. 

With a flashed of light, Yue quickly disappeared from the temple. 

The Dark Knight quietly stared at Yue as he disappeared, a different light flashing in his eyes, not saying 

anything. 

After leaving the temple, Yue went directly to the equipment upgrade store. 

In the equipment store was a bearded man holding a bottle. He was sitting there bare-chested, with 

traces of burnt mark on his body. 

Seeing Yue come in, that weapon upgrade master lightly said one sentence: “Come to upgrade 

weapons?” 

Yue nodded and asked: “How many Survival Coins do I need to upgrade 3rd Degree weapons?” 

The weapon upgrade master lightly said: “$500 Survival Coins and a magic gem.” 



After hearing this, Yue was slightly relieved. Not counting the $1000 Survival Coins from the quest 

bonus, he had only $600 Survival Coins after purchasing the Encompassing Body Armor skill. 

Yue pulled out $500 Survival Coins, a magic gem, and the Stinger Pistol. Then handed them to the 

weapon upgrade master and said: “Help me to upgrade.” 

“The Stinger Pistol, great item. Youngster, you have some skill and luck to get this kind of equipment 

nowadays.” The weapon upgrade master looked at the Stinger Pistol, then pointed at the air. The 

Stinger Pistol flew in front of him and suspended in the air. He casually pointed at the air and an 

enchantment spell burst out of thin air. 

The magic gem flew into that enchantment spell, blooming into a dazzling light. 

In the next moment, the Stinger pistol also flew into the enchantment spell, and instantly disintegrated. 

A thin ray of light began to sculpt out the Stinger Pistol in that enchantment spell, reconstructing the 

Stinger Pistol once again. Eventually forming a silver handle, six rounds 20 mm caliber revolver. 

[Translator Note: A pistol is just a handgun, while a revolver is a type of pistol with cylindrical chamber 

for the rounds. So in this case it is now a 6 chamber revolver.] 

The silver revolver immediately fell into Yue’s hand. 

“4th Degree Weapon: Stinger Model 2. This version has a higher destructive force. The revolver will 

never break unless destroyed by external force. It automatically generates two rounds a day. If 

ammunition is sufficient, you can use it to shoot tanks. Of course the condition is that your shooting skill 

must be adequate.” 

Yue looked at the Stinger Model 2 in his hand, his eyes full of joy. After upgrading the Stinger to Model 

2, not only is it more powerful, but it can also automatically generate two rounds per day. Which greatly 

increased the value of the Stinger revolver. 

Yue said his thanks to the weapon upgrade master and left: “Thank you very much!” 

After leaving the weapon upgrade store, Yue turned and went into the equipments store. 

Seeing Yue enter, an attendant who looked quite pretty, smiled and said: “Welcome!” 

Yue toward the pretty attendant said: “I want to see the equipment list.” 

“Yes!” 

The attendant pointed at the air, and a list of the various types of equipments appeared. 

Yue carefully viewed the equipment list. Contrary to his expectations, the equipment list was empty, 

meaning, there was not even a 1st Degree Protective Garment. 

“Stinger 2 Special Bullet, Price: $50 Survival Coins per round.” 

At the bottom of the equipment list, Yue saw equipment that he could use. 

“So expensive!” Yue looked at the Stinger bullet with a wry smile. The Stinger bullet was so expensive 

that he could not afford it. 



Yue turned to the next page, and immediately brightened up. 

On the second page was a wide variety of medical drugs. One which allowed a person to regenerated 

limbs, another one which can quickly restored stamina, and another one that can cure various kinds of 

poisons. However, at the end of that last page was: “6th Degree Medicine: G Drug. Can treat viral 

infections that have infected the body. Price: $50,000 Survival Coins each.” 

[Translator Note: Search for the G Virus on google.] 

Yue looked at the G Drug enviously: “It’s too expensive. I’m really poor.” 

If Yue had enough money, he would buy the G Drug as a backup. After all, who knows what enemies he 

would encounter in the future. 

After a few pages, Yue found that besides the medicines, there were no powerful equipments on the 

list. 

Yue closed the list, and asked the attendant: “These are the only equipments?” 

The attendant politely said: “Yes! Besides the medicines, you can only buy equipments from the system 

when others have sold it to the system. ” 

“Thank you!” 

Yue nodded, then turned around and left. 

After leaving the equipment store, Yue entered the mission building. 

A very pretty attendant smiled and went up to Yue, then pointed at the air. A huge mission list appeared 

in front of Yue: “Welcome to the Mission Hall. You are welcome to accept a variety of missions posted 

here.” 

“Recapture the Fallen City of Beijing! In order to complete the mission, you must clear up all the 

zombies within the 5th ring. Time limit of 1 year, time starts when mission is accepted. After the 

recapture of Beijing City, the faction leader will receive a 5th Degree Protective Garment, $50,000 

Survival Coins, +5 levels, +2 skill points, Beijing Conqueror title. No penalty if mission failed.” [Translator 

Note: Beijing have these roads that encircle the city. Basically clear all the zombies within the 5th ring. 

Also the title is Beijing Recoverer but Conqueror sounds better.] 

“Recapture the Fallen City of Nanjing … …” 

The mission list was full of recapturing of major and minor cities in China. 

Yue looked at the mission, eyes filled with shock: “Beijing has fallen? If that is so, then the Government 

chain of command is incapacitated?” 

Like a dragon without a head, without the guidance of the Central Government, Yue could not imagine 

what the local governments would be like in this post apocalyptic world. He could see that in the future, 

warlords will fiercely compete for power and fighting over land in China. 

Yue looked at the huge mission list, as if a large rock was pressing down on him: “This is terrible!” 



“Recapture the Fallen City of Nanning! In order to complete the mission, you cleared up 100 zombie 

chiefs within the city. Time limit of 1 year, time starts when mission is accepted. After the recapture of 

Nanning City, the faction leader will receive a 4th Degree Protective Garment, $10,000 Survival Coins, +3 

levels, +1 skill points, Nanning Conqueror title.” [Translator Note: I’m pretty sure it’s 100 zombies since 

it said 100 zombies head. But feel free to correct me. Note 2: He has been using that word to refer to 

zombie head, but maybe it means zombie chief instead.] 

“Nanning City has fallen too?” Yue’s heart fell into a pit seeing that piece of news. His parents lived in 

Nanning City. Seeing the news that Nanning City has fallen, if only he could grow wings and fly back 

home immediately. 

 

  

Chapter 53: Accepting the Missions 

Yue kept his worries under control, and asked the attendant: “If I do not accept the mission and take 

people to recover the city, will I still get the reward? ” 

The attendant smiled towards Yue and explained: “You will not! If you don’t accept the mission, even if 

you complete any of the missions, you still will not receive the rewards.” 

After hearing that, Yue continued to quietly thumb through the mission list looking for a good mission. 

In the mission list, besides recapturing the major cities in China, there were also other missions to 

recapture major foreign cities. New York, London, Tokyo, Berlin, Moscow, and major cities in the US 

have completely fallen. Besides the recapturing of major cities, there were no other missions. 

Yue asked: “After I accepted the task, will there be a penalty if I don’t complete it?” 

This is something Yue must ask. 

The attendant maintained a sweet smile and said: “No! Even if you accepted the mission and do not 

complete it, there will not be any penalty.” 

Yue smiled and accepted all the missions on that mission list. 

In this mysterious region, in addition to to job change temple, mission temple, equipment shop, and 

equipment upgrade shop, there were also other shops where you can purchase survival supplies. A 

Survival Coin can purchase a kilo of rice. There was also a strengthening temple, that strengthening 

temple will increase one stats for 1000 Survival Coins. In that strengthening temple, Yue increased 1 

point of Agility. 

Besides these 5 shops, the rest of the places were covered with a mysterious glow. As Yue got neared 

that mysterious glow, he immediately bounced off the glow and a statement appeared in his mind: 

“Your level is insufficient, you do not have permission to enter the area.” 

Yue walked around in a circle and discovered that he could not entered anywhere covered with that 

mysterious glow. He then turned around and walked to the magical array in the square. 



With a flashed of light, Yue soon appeared outside the red gate on Lei Jiang Bridge. 

“Are you okay?” As soon as Yue appeared, Chi Yang came over and asked Yue with an anxious look. 

Yue laughed and said: “Relax, it’s nothing!” 

Lu Wen came running up and said: “Big brother Yue, where have you been? I’ve been worried sick. If 

you didn’t come out, I was going to go in and find you.” 

Yue watched as the others came over, then smiled at Lu Wen and said: “I’m alright!” 

Yue looked at the others and said: “This is the Novice Village. Inside you can change jobs, accept 

missions, purchase equipments, upgrade equipments, and buy survival supplies. After you change job, 

you can acquire additional skills by purchasing them. All of you should take a look inside!” 

Ji Qing Wu’s eyes lit up, and then she walked toward the gate. However, as soon as she got neared the 

gate, she was sent flying back several meters. 

Seeing Ji Qing Wu get pushed back several meters by the gate, Yue frowned and asked: “What’s the 

matter?” 

Ji Qing Wu patted the dust off her clothes, looked at the gate, her eyes filled with disappointment: “My 

level is insufficient, I’m unable to enter the Novice Village.” 

The rest of the team came over and tried it, and was sent flying back by the gate. Chi Yang was the only 

one who was able to entered. 

Yue looked at the gate and said: “It seems like only those that are level 10 or above can enter this 

Novice Village.” 

Clearing up the zombies on Xing Ning Road yesterday, Chi Yang was able to get to level 10, but Ji Qing 

Wu was only able to get to level 8. This was because all the L1 and S1 zombies were killed by Chi Yang 

and Yue. Evolved zombies are higher levels and will provided more experiences than ordinary zombies 

which are lower levels. 

Chen Yao was excited and said: “With this, we just have to stay here a month and cleared up the 

zombies, then we will be able to go in. Then we will be able to change jobs.” 

Chi Qing Wu have already given the Plant Manipulation skill book to Chen Yao. Chen Yao wanted to 

change jobs now so that she would be even stronger. 

Wang Shuang was also excited about changing jobs and becoming stronger. 

“No, we must leave Lei Jiang City today!” Yue’s words immediately extinguished everyone’s excitement. 

Ji Qing Wu stared at Yue and asked: “Why?” 

Yue in a serious voice said: “Novice Village have been found, 24 hours later, the restrictions on the 

zombies in Lei Jiang City will be lifted. Tens of thousands of zombies on the other side of the bridge will 

be released without any restrictions. The limit on zombie’s evolutions will also be lifted. The city will be 

more than 10 times as dangerous than in the past, we must leave the city immediately.” 



Listening to Yue’s words, everyone fell silent. Standing before the gate, they were able to clearly see the 

dense swarm of zombies on the other side. Those tens of thousands of zombies, when released, will 

crushed everyone like they were ants. 

Chen Yao looked at the Novice Village’s gate, her eyes flashing an unwillingness. She also wanted to 

change jobs and become stronger. She is not stupid, it was cleared to her that only by becoming strong 

can she live a better life in this post apocalyptic world. 

After about an hour later, Chi Yang came out from the gate. 

After Chi Yang came out from the gate, Chen Yao hurriedly stepped forward and asked: “Chi Yang? Lei 

Jiang’s zombie restrictions will be release. Is this for real?” 

Chi Yang was also an extremely smart person. He stared at the Chen Yao with a cold gaze. Chen Yao was 

also embarrassed by his gaze. 

“There was 21 hours left.” Chi Yang coldly said those words, then went to Yue’s side. 

Chen Yao’s eyes slightly red, quietly muttered: “Why is he so fierce? I did not do anything wrong!” 

Yue looked at the others, and in a deep voice said: “Let’s go! We’re running out of time. ” 

After Yue finished talking, he turned and walked away. 

Chi Yang, Lu Wen, and Wang Shuang followed behind. 

Ji Qing Wu patted Chen Yao on the shoulder and said: “Let’s go!” 

“Okay!” Chen Yao bit her lip and caught up to the others. 

“Stop!” When the Dongfeng truck was before a supermarket on Xing Ning road, Yue told Wang Shuang 

to stop. Then quickly jumped off truck and went into the supermarket. 

The zombies on Xing Ning Road was already cleared by Yue the day before. In the supermarket, besides 

some dark red blood and severe limbs, there was no trace of any zombies. 

Yue quickly headed deep into the supermarket and wore his Storage Ring. Yue looked at the packet of 

instant noodles, immediately made a thought, and the packet of instant noodles was immediately 

stored in his Storage Ring. 

“This is really convenient!” Yue made another thought, and the packet of instant noodles again 

appeared in his hand. 

After the test is completed, Yue did not stop and immediately stored all the supplies he could fit into his 

Storage Ring. The Storage Ring was jammed with supplies. 

“Let’s go home!” After the entire Storage ring was full, Yue carried a backpack from the supermarket 

and sat next to Wang Shuang. 

Wang Shuang started the truck, and drove toward the Garden District. 

 



  

Chapter 54: Fleeing Lei Jiang City 

After arriving back at the apartment, Yue in a serious voice said: “Everyone immediately start 

transporting supplies. Move all the supplies from the apartment to the trucks.” 

Seeing Yue so serious, all the girls in the room were nervous. 

Zhang Li came over and asked: “Yue, what’s the matter!” 

Yue in a deep voice said: “We’re going to leave here at once, and go to Long Hai survivor enclave.” 

Wang Fang reluctantly said: “Can we go tomorrow? Everyone is so tired from transporting the supplies 

today.” 

Wang Fang’s words also expressed the voice of most of the girls in the room. Their body was very tired 

moving the supplies from the trucks to the apartment. 

Yue frowned, and coldly said: “People who do not want to leave can also stay.” 

Seeing that Yue was angry, all the girls are afraid to say anything, and immediately began to transport 

the supplies. 

Zhao Li was looking out through the window, she saw Yue’s party transporting the supplies from the 

apartment to the trucks. She could not help but feel startle: “They are leaving?” 

Zhao Li have been observing Yue’s party the last several days and found that were fairly kind hearted 

people, as they were willing to give her food in this post apocalyptic world. If Yue’s party is gone, she 

really did not know how she would survive. 

Resident Evil is a classic movie, Zhao Li has also seen it. She was very cleared on how terrible the virus 

that zombies were carrying. With just a scratch, you will become infected and turned into a zombie. If 

Yue’s party were to leave, in essence, she did not have the ability to find food to feed her son and 

herself. 

Zhao Li gritted her teeth, then quickly dragged a suitcase from the room along with her son and rushed 

downstairs. 

Downstairs, Yue sat there and quietly watched the girls transported the supplies. 

Zhao Li one hand dragging the suitcase and the other hand holding her son, walked in front of Yue and 

said: “This student, I am Zhao Li. May I have your name?” 

Yue looked up and lightly said: “I’m Yue Zhong, is there something you need?” 

Lu Wen who was resting nearby, came over and curiously asked: “Big brother Yue, what does this 

woman want from you?” 

Lu Wen, Chen Yao, and Ji Qing Wu belongs to the group that did not have to transport supplies, since 

they can provide medical treatment and contributes to the fighting force. 

Chen Yao also went over to Yue’s side, curiously looking at Zhao Li. 



“Yue, please take my son and I to Long Hai survivor enclave. As long as you take us with you, then these 

are for you.” Zhao Li opened the suitcase, revealing neat stacks of Yuan inside. 

Chen Yao looked at the suitcase, then at Yue. She estimated that there was more than a million Yuan in 

there. Her family background is excellent, $1 million is nothing for her. But $1 million in cash is not a 

small number, most people are not able to resist the temptation of $1 million Yuan. 

Yue glanced at the suitcase full of money, and coldly said: “I’m not interested in the money.” 

The world has changed, the most useful is food. Without merchants, these Yuan are useless, even too 

rough to use as toilet paper. 

Zhao Li face was paled, she gritted her teeth, then put down the suitcase from her arms. She then pulled 

a small case and opened it, revealing three gold bars. 

Zhao Li pushed the small case in front of Yue, and with a pleading face said: “I will also give you this. 

Please save the both of us. Take us to the survivor enclave in Long Hai City. I will repay you.” 

Buy gold in troubled times and collect antiques in periods of prosperity. Gold is the world’s currency, 

even in the midst of troubled times, they possessed great values. Zhao Li is a wise woman, she knew 

that the Yuan will become a pile of papers, but as long as there are people and governments, gold would 

not lose its purchasing power. So she hid the gold bars, only taking it out at the last minute to give to 

Yue. [Translator Note: The first sentence is an old Chinese saying. It means that in prosperous times you 

should collect antiques as their values will appreciates. But buy gold in trouble times as every 

governments in the world is backed by gold.] 

Yue coldly said: “I have no need for gold.” 

Zhao Li immediately turned even paler, that gold was her last resort. She did not know what else to offer 

him, since he did not even want the gold. 

Yue looked at Zhao Li, and lightly said: “I can take you and your son to the survivor enclave in Long Hai 

City. To come with us, you will need to agree to a few conditions. First, before arriving in the survivor 

enclave, you must obey my commands, and no arbitrary action. Second, you must work and do what 

your are able to. Third, we will give you food, but not necessarily enough to eat. We will give you food 

according to your efforts. Fourth, I will try to keep you safe, but if I’m unable to fend off the danger, I 

will give priority to protect my other companions over you two. If you can accept these four conditions, 

you can come with us. If you are not able to accept, then I won’t force you.” 

After hearing the four conditions, Zhao Li immediately nodded: “I accept! I’ll agree to it!” 

Yue in a deep voice said: “Go transport the supplies. Don’t waste time.” 

Zhao Li quickly took her son and walked towards the stairs. This was an opportunity, a chance to survive, 

she would not give it up. 

Chen Yao watched Zhao Li’s desperation, with a complex feeling in her mind. 

Under the women’s combined efforts, after two hours, they finally transported all the supplies upstairs 

to the trucks. 



“Drive!” Yue ordered without any hesitation. 

Wang Shuang stepped on the gas, and the two large trucks immediately whisked far away. 

The next day, in Lei Jiang most bustling commercial district, tens of thousands of zombies quietly began 

moving toward the city in all directions. 

The zombies flooded in all directions, and soon the whole city of Lei Jiang was fully covered by zombies. 

By devouring human flesh, the zombies began to evolved. L1 zombies, S1 zombies, and even other kinds 

of zombies had evolved. 

Before a small supermarket, five scattered zombies stood there quietly. 

From an alley, a survivor rushed out holding an Imitation Tang Sword in his hand. He activated his High 

Speed Movement skill, and jump among the five zombies like a ghost. With the light of the sword 

flashing, the five zombies was soon beheaded. 

After five balls of white light flew into his body, his eyes lit up: “I’ve been promoted! I’ve finally been 

promoted to level 10.” 

Just as the survivor was celebrating, among a unit in the building, a crimson zombie opened his big 

mouth, and a fireball from the zombie’s mouth flew out like a rocket hitting the survivor. It blew off the 

upper body of that survivor. His blackened body then fell to the ground. 

From the side, two S1 zombies swift jumped out. They landed on top of the survivor’s body, and began 

devouring it. 

 

  

Chapter 55: Hijack 

The whole city of Lei Jiang became a hunting ground for zombies as they were released from the 

shopping district. In Lei Jiang City, the roles of hunter and prey had switched. In the face of those 

evolved zombies, the humans who were strengthened by the magical system was killed one by one. 

Their flesh and blood swallowed by the zombies. 

Lei Jiang City had became true hell. The strengthened humans that survived became more cautious, as 

their lives have become more difficult. 

In the old days, there were many cars driving on this road, but now it was virtually uninhabited. There 

was only car wreckages and scattered zombies wandering this road now. On the road, two Dongfeng 

trucks were speeding through. 

Yue sat in the passenger’s seat while looking out of the window at the dead barren scenery. Then looked 

at Wang Shuang and asked: “How much longer till we reach Long Hai City?” 

Wang Shuang smiled wryly and said: “I’m not sure. I haven’t driven to Long Hai City before. However, 

according to the GPS, we are halfway to Long Hai City.” 



Yue nodded slightly and said nothing, while looking out the truck. He looked around for the possibility of 

dangers? 

Suddenly, 12 abandoned cars had completely blocked the lanes. 

“Damn it! Blocked again!” Wang Shuang muttered some words, and stopped the truck. 

The lanes blocked by abandoned cars, Yue had seen it many times. All the previous blocked cars were 

moved by Yue, only were they able to continued forward. 

Precisely because the lanes were blocked everywhere by abandoned cars that they were moving so 

slowly. Even once because the lanes was blocked for so long, taking a long time to switched lanes. 

The trucks stopped, and Yue had just gotten off from the truck, when six people came out from both 

sides of the road. They quickly rushed out while holding Type 81 rifles. They aimed at Yue and the two 

trucks. 

One of them had a long scar on his face, bald and with an extremely fierce look. The bald man looked at 

Yue and shouted “Freeze! Or we’ll shoot.” 

In the two trucks, the girls were scared after seeing the vicious men holding guns. Their eyes were full of 

fear, so they lay down lower on the seats. 

Yue looked at the vicious bald man and frowned, immediately activating his Shadow Step skill. Then 

rushed towards the 6 armed men. 

White Bones leapt down from the truck, and rushed towards the six armed men like a demon. 

Seeing White Bones rushing at them, the six bald men were terrified, constantly shooting at White 

Bones. 

The bullets that hit White Bones only embedded itself in the bones. The bullets did not have any effects 

on White Bones. 

After activating the Shadow Step skill, Yue’s speed was to the extreme. He was now more than 5 times 

faster than an average person. He rushed in front of that scar-faced man, with the sword in hand, 

slashing towards the man’s head. 

That scar-faced man’s eyes were full of fright seeing Yue rushing towards him. He ignored White Bones 

on the other side, aiming his gun at Yue and fired. 

The moment that the scar-faced man pointed his gun at Yue, Yue’s body flickered, suddenly appeared 

behind the scar-faced man. Yue, with his sword in hand, slashing towards the scar-faced man’s head. 

“Little brother, stop! Otherwise, I can not guarantee your companions life!” At this moment, came the 

voice of a confident man. 

Yue swept across the areas with his eyes, seeing 20 men armed with Type 81 rifles and Type 79 

submachine guns. The bald militant men had surrounded the two Dongfeng trucks. There were also two 

tractors in the rear, blocking off the two Dongfeng trucks retreat. Among the 20 well-armed militants, 

there was a fierce looking, middle aged man stand 1.8 meters tall. The man was quietly staring at Yue. 



“White Bones, let them live!” 

Yue ordered in his mind. Then placed the sword on the scar-faced man’s neck, immediately getting 

behind the scar-faced man, using him as a human shield. Yue then stared at the leader of those 26 

armed militants. 

The scar-faced man felt the coldness of the Imitation Tang Sword on his neck, immediately producing a 

chill down his spine. He did not dare to act rashly. 

Receiving Yue’s order, White Bones did not used his axe, and instead, kicked the five militants. Kicking 

them like the wind of a storm and then strode next to Yue. 

The leader of the militants looked at White Bones who was next to Yue and gave a little chuckle: “Little 

brother, you have an amazing ability there. I am Tiger Wang(Wang Guang Hu)! You can call me Tiger. 

What is your name?” [Translator Note: Hu means Tiger in Chinese, so I will just call him Tiger, plus all his 

men call him Tiger. My name means Dragon on the other hand lol.] 

Yue stared at Tiger Wang, and in a deep voice said: “My name is Yue Zhong. Big brother Tiger, I do not 

know why you want to block our path? We don’t seem to have offended you?” 

The firepower of the 26 militants was too great. Once there is a conflict, except for Yue, very few people 

will survive on his side. 

Ji Qing Wu and Chi Yang after continuous strengthening, their physical abilities were far superior to the 

average person. Killing normal zombies was very easy for them. However, faced with the great 

firepower of the militants, their chance of survival is very low. Not to mention Lu Wen, whose defense is 

0. Once the conflict begin, she may be one of the first to be kill. If not a last resort, Yue did not want to 

clash with Tiger Wang’s forces. 

Tiger Wang stared at Yue, then slowly said: “Yue, this time I was out looking for supplies and searching 

for survivors. You all should follow me back to Always Bright Village. Always Bright Village have perfect 

protections, after returning to the village, I promise to keep you all well-fed. You also do not have to 

worry about the zombies outside.” [Translator Note: Just having fun with the name lol. The village name 

is Chang Guang/Zhang Guang.] 

Yue directly refused and said: “I’m sorry, big brother Tiger! We want to go to Long Hai City survivor 

enclave.” 

Tiger Wang slightly frowned. His frowned disappear soon after, and with a chuckle said: “To each their 

own. Yue, since you want to go to the survivor enclave in Long Hai City, I will not stop you. But coming 

out on this trip is not easy, I want the supplies on one of the Dongfeng truck.” 

Yue who have been somewhat tensed, then relaxed and said: “Okay!” 

As long as they do not die, everything else is easy. Based on their team’s abilities, there is no problem if 

they just carefully search for supplies. 

Tiger Wang made a gesture, his men immediately lowered their guns. He walked towards Yue with a 

smile and said: “Yue, you now should also release my little brother Chen Si.” 

Yue loosen his hand, and removed the Imitation Tang Sword from Chen Si’s neck. 



Chen Si rubbed his neck, then faced Yue with a grin, and said: “You are really damn strong. Boy, besides 

big brother Tiger, you are the strongest person that I have met.” 

 

  

Chapter 56: Tiger Wang 

Yue smiled and said: “Excuse my offence!” 

Chen Si quickly strode towards Tiger Wang. White Bones then stepped forward, blocking his way. 

Chen Si frowned, then turned to look at Yue and said: “Yue, what do you mean by this?” 

Yue lightly said: “It’s nothing. Once big brother Tiger allows us to depart, you will be able to leave my 

side.” 

Tiger Wang looked at Yue, smiled and said: “Chen Si, you will temporarily stay by little brother Yue’s 

side.” 

Chen Si stood next to Yue and said: “Yes! Big brother Tiger!” 

Yue said: “Big brother Tiger, I will now let my people move the supplies for you.” 

Tiger Wang said: “It’s not urgent, our vehicles can not carry so much supplies. Why don’t you make a trip 

back to Always Bright Village with me. Let me show you our hospitality. Yue, I admire your strength, I 

hope we can become friends. Won’t you give me some face?” 

Yue’s eyes shrank slightly, thinking for a moment, and then nodded: “Okay! We will take a trip with you. 

But big brother Tiger, as I have stated before, we’re going to Long Hai City survivor enclave, we can only 

stay for a day at most.” 

Tiger Wang laughed heartily: “No problem, you’re my friend! Of course, you’re free to come and go.” 

Four Hummers and two farm tractors were hauling the two Dongfeng trucks, while surrounded by 26 

militants. They slowly made their way to the small village. 

The small village was not far from the highway. The village was not big, having only a little bit more than 

50 families. 

The village’s gate were man by two bored militants armed with Type 81 rifles on the side. 

Outside the village, several dozen kids ranging from 8 to 13 years old, were digging in the fields of 

vegetables. They were covered with mud, like little monkies. 

“Brother Tiger!” 

“Brother Tiger!” 

The lines of vehicles entered the village and parked in the square. Six militants with Type 81 rifles 

gathered around Tiger Wang, started chatting and laughing. 

Tiger Wang looked at Yue, smilingly said: “Little brother Yue, tell your people to come down.” 



In order to show good faith, Tiger Wang took the initiative and walked to Yue’s side. 

“Everyone come down!” Yue looked at the people on the trucks and said. 

Only now did the people on the Dongfeng trucks dared to come down. 

“What a pretty little girl!” 

“Very pretty! Nice and tender!” 

“That chick has such long legs, must be great to be sandwich between them! ” 

“……” 

Seeing all the women getting off the Dongfeng trucks, the perverseness began to show in those militants 

eyes. Those perverted gaze, wantonly judging the women. This caused all women on to be frightened. 

A thin, monkey looking militant walked near Tiger Wang, and flatteringly said: “Brother Tiger, you’re 

great! You brought back so many good stuff this time. We all can have a good time!” 

A thin and tall militant also came over smiling, his eyes constantly looking back and forth at Yuan Ying’s 

breast, as if wanting to tear off her clothes: “Yes! Brother Tiger! So much good stuff, you should leave 

some for us to enjoy too!” 

Yuan Ying, Wang Qian, Zhang Xin, Su Ru Xue were all beauty. Chen Yao was like a princess. Ji Qing Wu 

was also a stunning beauty. These militants had not seem this many beauties, so they were salivating 

while looking at these beauties. 

Tiger Wang frowned, and shouted in a deep voice: “Everyone be quiet!” 

After Tiger Wang said this, the surrounding militants were quiet again. 

Tiger Wang in a deep voice said: “This is Yue Zhong little brother. I recently befriended him. These 

women belongs to Yue, not you. Go back to work! Puppy, go find people to move the supplies from one 

of the trucks. Black Face, you arrange things, I want to eat a good meal with little brother Yue.” 

Hearing that they have no part of those beautiful women, the dissapointed militants began leaving in 

droves. 

Only now that the girls were relieved. 

Tiger Wang smiled, and invited Yue: “Little brother, this way!” 

Yue nodded, and followed Tiger Wang. 

A group of people went into a small villa that Tiger Wang had people built inside the village. 

After entering the villa, they divided into 2 sides and sat down. Tiger Wang took a look at Chi Yang and 

Wang Shuang besides Yue, and asked: “Yue, these two little brothers are?” 

Yue looked at Tiger Wang and said: “This is Chi Yang, and this is Wang Shuang.” 

Tiger Wang look at the two, amiably smiled and said: “Hello.” 



Chi Yang lightly said: “Hello!” 

Wang Shuang nervously said: “Brother Tiger, Hello!” 

The people beside Tiger Wang were the leaders of over 40 armed militants. Their movements caused 

great pressure to Wang Shuang. 

Tiger Wang pointed to the three people at his side, and introduced them to Yue: “I introduced to you, 

this is Zhang Xiang, Lei Chen, and this one is Chen Yan! The three of them are my closest brothers.” 

Zhang Xiang is 1.8 meters tall with an imposing and burly body, a fierce looking face, and mouth covered 

with a long beard. He was an aggressive looking man. Lei Chen is 2 meters tall, strong as a bear, thick 

hands with calluses. With a strong jaw that looked like he came from a family of martial artists. Chen Yan 

wore glasses, looking like a very nice young man. 

Zhang Xiang, Lei Chen, Chen Yan are Tiger Wang’s confidant. They hold the most power in the village 

after Tiger Wang. 

Yue looked at the trio and said: “Hello!” 

Zhang Xiang looked at Yue, eyes filled with provocation and defiant, then said: “You are Yue Zhong! I 

heard brother Tiger say you’ve got a lot of skills. How about we spar a bit?” 

Zhang Xiang is Tiger Wang second strongest man, second only to Lei Chen. It was the first time that he 

have seen Tiger Wang so hospitable to a person. It made him full of jealousy, worrying that his position 

would be threatened by Yue. 

Tiger Wang frowned and said: “Zhang Xiang! Yue is my guest and friend. You must not cause him 

trouble!” 

Zhang Xiang looked directly at Tiger Wang and said: “Brother Tiger, I know that you value him and wants 

him to join. You’re the boss, your words must be obeyed. We brothers, naturally do so. But to convince 

me, he has to win against me.” 

Chi Yang coldly stared at Zhang Xiang and said: “You are not a match for Yue, I’ll fight you.” 

Zhang Xiang looked at Chi Yang’s thin body, laughing with anger, said: “Well well well! The world really 

has changed, even the small fish are so arrogant. Yue, I will tell you, my fist is very strong. If you don’t 

personally come out, it would be embarrassing if your brother get hurt.” 

 

  

Chapter 57: Spar 

Yue looked at Zhang Xiang, and lightly said: “Chi Yang, show some mercies, don’t kill him.” 

Chi Yang nodded and walked out. He then reached toward Zhang Xiang and said: “You first! Don’t worry, 

I won’t kill you.” 



Hearing Chi Yang echoing Yue’s word only made Zhang Xiang even angrier. His eyes were filled with 

hostility, with a cold laugh, he then walked in front of the Chi Yang. 

After walking in front of Chi Yang, Zhang Xiang lifted his hands before his chest, as if protecting it. He 

then bent his body slightly forward, with his feet pressing hard against the ground. Staring at Chi Yang 

like a cheetah staring at its prey. 

Zhang Xiang was a secret master of the black fist before the world changed.. Seven people have died 

under his fists. Although he is arrogant, it is because he have the strength to back it up. 

Chi Yang quietly stared at Zhang Xiang, not making any movement. 

Tiger Wang carefully observed Chi Yang for a moment, then frowned and said: “Little brother Yue, are 

you sure you really want Chi Yang and Zhang Xiang to spar? Zhang Xiang’s fists is not weak.” 

Tiger Wang have read countless people, but he could not see why Chi Yang was so confident. He did not 

want to ruin his plan of recruiting Yue because of Zhang Xiang. He has already seen Yue’s strength. With 

such talent under him, it would greatly increase his chance of achieving his ambitions. 

“Boss Tiger! You can rest assured. This competition was presided over by you.” Yue laughed slightly and 

said. Chi Yang was already promoted to level 10 and changed his job, making him even more powerful. 

Yue had also given the 2nd Degree Protective Garment to Chi Yang for him to wear. Chi Yang is the 

strongest in the team after Yue, ordinary people are no match for him.[Translator Note: Was meaning to 

use Boss instead of Big brother, since it’s easier to understand that way. But I forgot. Going to change to 

Boss when everyone calls him, except his 3 leaders/brothers.] 

Tiger Wang seeing Yue so confident, looked to Zhang Xiang and said: “Aright! Match begin!” 

“Boy, you’re a dead man!” Zhang Xiang smiled ferociously, like a cheetah looking at its prey. He rushed 

forward with terrifying speed, and mercilessly threw a punch at Chi Yang’s nose. 

Seeing Zhang Xiang rushing forward like a Cheetah, Chi Yang took a step to the left, evading Zhang 

Xiang’s punch. He then punched Zhang Xiang severely in the stomach. , after strengthening the power of 

instant broke out. 

Zhang Xiang suddenly double over while holding his stomach from the pain, curling up on the floor. 

Watching Zhang Xiang getting defeated so easily by Chi Yang, Lei Chen who was sitting next to Tiger 

Wang, narrowed his eyes. He was the strongest on Tiger Wang’s side, even he couldn’t knock down 

Zhang Xiang that easily. 

Tiger Wang looked at Chi Yang, a light flashing in his eyes, clapped his hands and smiled, then exclaimed: 

“good skill! ” 

“I’m flattered.” Chi Yang returned to Yue’s side after saying those words. 

Tiger Wang clapped his hands, and a beautiful women about 25 years old walked in. 

Tiger Wang looked at the women indifferently and said: “Wang Ying, help the 3rd master to go rest.” 

Wang Ying quickly went over to help Zhang Xiang. 



“Go away! Don’t touch me, dirty whore!” Zhang Xiang’s face contorted, and backhand Wang Ying in the 

face. He then stood up, looking at Yue and Chi Yang with venomous eyes, and immediately headed to 

the back. 

Wang Ying was slapped by Zhang Xiang, but she did not dare get angry. Just that her eyes were red, 

looking like she would cry at any moment. 

Tiger Wang acted like he did not see Wang Ying getting slapped, and coldly said: “Withdraw! Wang 

Ying!” 

Wang Ying whispered some words, and then left the place: “Yes! Boss Tiger!” 

Tiger Wang looked at White Bones standing next to Yue, eyes flashing with desires and said: “Yue, can 

you tell me, how did you get this skeleton?” 

Tiger Wang saw the battle between Yue and Chen Si. He saw how White Bones was completely fine 

when hit by those rifle’s bullets. On the other hand, White Bones was much more agile than an ordinary 

person. If Tiger Wang did not surround the two trucks and use the the girls as hostage, White Bones by 

himself could have kill Chen Si’s group. 

Yue smiled, and did not hide anything: “This is my skill!” 

It was not some kind of secret, anyone could have guess it as long as they weren’t a fool. 

Tiger Wang continues to asked: “How can I obtain such skill?” 

Lei Chen and Chen Yan also pricked up their ears, wanting to hear the answer to this question. In these 

last days, only those with great power can survive easier. Everyone wants to get such special skills. 

Yue said: “After battling zombies and killing them, there is a chance that they will drop a skill book. Using 

those skill’s books, you will be able to gain special skills. I was using the skills in those books to obtain 

such abilities.” 

It is no secret. Everyone in Yue’s team knew this. But knowing it is one thing, and doing it is another 

matter. Very few people would dared fight the zombies in close combat. After all, as long as you get a 

wound from the zombies, you would be and infected and become a zombie. 

Listening to Yue’s words, Tiger Wang, Lei Chen, and Chen Yan all frowned while eyeing each other. They 

have killed many zombies, but fighting zombies in close combat is not something they have done. After 

all, if there are guns, who would use a wooden rod to fight zombies in close combat, isn’t that idiotic? 

A tall, fat, simple, and honest looking middle-aged man came up to report to Tiger Wang: “Boss Tiger, 

the food is ready.” 

Tiger Wang nodded, smiled at Yue and said: “Yue, it has been a long and hard day of travel for you, 

come enjoy a meal.” 

Tiger Wang clapped his hands softly, a beautiful woman wearing a cheongsam came in carrying tray of 

foods and placed it on the table. [Translator Note: A cheongsam is the Chinese dress you see Chinese 

girls wearing in movies. They typically have a slit on one/both side down the legs.] 



The dishes were divided into two sides before the six people of Yue, Chi Yang, Wang Shuang, Tiger 

Wang, Lei Chen, and Chen Yan. There was the white cut chicken which was rare to encountered in this 

apocalyptic world, stir-fry vegetables, stir-fry mollusc, sautéed frog legs, big bowls of white rice, and 

steamed buns. 

On the all girls table of Ji Qing Wu, Lu Wen, and Chen Yao, there was gruel made from corn, cooked rice 

and vegetables. 

Yue and the other five were inside the house having dinner. While Ji Qing Wu and girls were having 

dinner outside in the yard. 

The uninhibited Zhang Xin picked up the gruel and took a sip, and a sour smell came up to her nose. She 

was disgusted and couldn’t help spitting out the gruel: “Bah! How do you eat this stuff? This is 

something that people eat?” 

Ever since she was saved by Yue, Zhang Xin never had to starved. Although the food was not as good as 

before the end of the world, but there was no shortage of white rice and instant noodles. 

The other girls also took a sip, then spitting it out. It was not something that people would eat. 

Seeing the girls spitting out the gruel, the kids that were secretly hiding besides the house ran over. The 

kids picked the vegetables up from the floor, wiping it on their clothes, and then put it into their mouth. 

[Translator Note: Not a very nice imagery :( ] 

 

  

Chapter 58: Den of Thieves 

A little boy ran up to Zhang Xin, with his big round eyes staring at Zhang Xin, said: “Beautiful big sister, if 

you don’t eat these things, can you give it to us? We are so hungry!” 

Zhang Xin’s eyes filled with sympathy seeing the hungry little boy. She pulled out a biscuit and handed it 

to the boy: “How can you eat these things! This is a biscuit for you! ” 

The little boy took the biscuit, expressed his gratitude and fled away: “Thank you big sister! Thank you, 

big sister!” 

“Beautiful big sister! Please give me something to eat! I’m hungry!!” 

“Beautiful big sister! You are a good person, I beg you, please give me something to eat! I’m hungry!! ” 

“……” 

Seeing Zhang Xin so kind, the kids quickly surrounded Zhang Xin, pleading miserably. 

Zhang Xin was perplexed, but finally took out all the snacks on her body and gave it to the kids. 

All the other women were also compassionate, taking out all the snacks that they had carried and gave it 

to the kids. They also gave the gruels to the kids. 



Watching those kids eat the gruels, the women who did not suffer under the protection of Yue, felt very 

sad. 

Zhang Xin looked at the kids devouring the gruel, gnashed her teeth and said: “This is an outrage. How 

can the leader here treat the kids like this? Does he have any humanity left in him?” 

Wang Fang was startled by Zhang Xin’s words, she then immediately snapped at Zhang Xin: “Don’t talk 

nonsense! Are we not in hostile territory? Do you want to die?” 

Zhang Xin glanced at Wang Fang, and did not say anything else. She is not stupid, she was just too angry. 

But she was clearly aware that this is Tiger Wang’s turf. 

Those kids in the village ate with amazing hunger. They ate the bowl of gruel cleanly and even licked the 

bowl. 

After eating, the kids immediately ran toward the outer courtyard. 

Outside in the courtyard, a militant carrying a Type 81 rifle kicked one of the kids to the ground, causing 

candies and snacks to fall all over the ground. 

“Small monkeys, your harvests is not bad! Biscuits, lollipops, haha, good stuff!” The militant laughed, 

then threatened the rest of the kids: “Take out all the good stuff, or I will beat you to death.” 

Seeing the militant appeared, fear flashed in eyes of all the kids. Hesitating for a bit, the kids took out 

the candies and biscuits from their body, handing it to the militant. 

The former police officer, Su Ru Xue, finally could not stand it any more. She stood up and shouted at 

the militant: “How can there be people like you? Taking the stuff from kids, do you have no shame? ” 

The militant looked wantonly at Su Ru Xue, laughed out loud and said: “Big cow, my business is none of 

your concerns. If you were willing to play with your father’s gun here, I will give the stuff back to them. 

We can count it as payment for a prostitute. HA HA HA!” 

Su Ru Xue’s trembling with anger, cursed loudly: “You bastard, you’re shameless!!” 

Su Ru Xue received a good education, she only knew these two sentences of cursing. 

The militant looked at Su Ru Xue and mocked her: “You dare to curse at your father? Hey! You can be 

furious here. I will have you on father’s leg, crying the next day.” [Translator Note: He is mocking her and 

saying he would have her on his leg, spanking her.] 

After saying, the militant quickly turned and left the place. 

Su Ru Xue sat back in her seat, could not help but said in anger: “What kind of place is this, how can 

there be such scum.” 

Chen Yao smiled dryly and said: “I’m afraid they are the same as bandits. We should be in a den of 

thieves.” 

Zhang Xuan fearfully said: “What will happen to us?” 



In this place, not only do the kids have to go hungry, they were also bullied. Zhang Xuan was so scared 

about the future. Also, the power here did not care about equality between men and women, ladies first 

concept. From the food that was serve to the women, one could see that the leader of the place did not 

see the women as people. 

Lu Wen smiled and said: “Don’t worry, big brother Yue will find a way.” 

Lu Wen truly believed in Yue, she believed that he would be able to get everyone out of this place. 

“It’s good, with Yue’s protection, no matter what, she would not be harmed.” Yuan Ying looked at Lu 

Wen with jealousy. She could see that on the way, Yue had cared more about Lu Wen. If anything 

happens, the ones that would be abandon would be those that does not have strong relations to Yue. 

The women eyed one another, besides Ji Qing Wu and Lu Wen, the rest of the women were trapped in 

an overwhelming gloom. Zhao Li, who was hold her son, had fear in her eyes about the future. 

Among the women, only Li Zhao and Wang Fang did not give the kids snacks. Looking at the suffering of 

the kids in the village, Zhao Li was full of worry for future of her son and herself. 

Yue bluntly ate the white cut chicken and stir-fry dishes such as the stir-fry mollusc on that table. These 

common dishes in this post apocalyptic world was extremely rare. In Lei Jiang City, Yue’s meal consisted 

of luncheon meat, ham, sausage, and cooked chicken. He quickly forgot the tasted of those food. 

Soon after, the dishes of food was nearly empty, leaving only three white steamed buns in the bowl. 

Two women walked in, taking all the empty dishes away, leaving only three white steamed buns on the 

table. 

Tiger Wang looked at Yue and smiled, then looked toward the courtyard and said: “Little brother Yue! In 

order to celebrate our meeting, let me give you a gift. You guys come in!” 

Tiger Wang’s words had hardly faded, when six pretty women wearing makeup enter from the 

courtyard. The six women kneel in front of Tiger Wang and Le Chen, massaging their feet. 

Wang Shuang looked at the six woman massaging the feet of Tiger Wang and Lei Chen, his eyes flashing 

a touch of disbelief. The six women looks quite pretty, and temperament was quite good. In the past, 

countless men would be courting them, but now they were kneeling in front of Tiger Wang and Lei Chen 

while massaging their feet. Wang Shuang could not quiet believe this. 

Tiger Wang looked at Yue, chuckled and said: “Little brother Yue, out of these women, which one do you 

fancy. These women do have much use, but are good at warming the bed.” 

Yue looked at the six women kneeling in front of Tiger Wang. He saw that even though they were 

beautiful, their faces had a look of numbness. Their eyes were without spirit, as if they did not have any 

hope left, looking like a zombie. 

 

  

Chapter 59: Tiger Wang’s Ambition 



Yue towards Tiger Wang said: “You should not covet your friend’s wife. Boss Tiger, these women are are 

all yours. How can I take your women?” 

Tiger Wang smiled towards Yue, and then kicked the women kneeling at his feet as if kicking a dog and 

said: “I know that these women are not as beautiful as the women that you have brought along. But 

these women are very obedient. Wang Lan, go and properly serve Yue. Today, he is your master. If you 

do not serve little brother Yue comfortably, you will be put inside the henhouse.” 

The woman wearing the uniform, Wang Lan, quickly crawled in front of Yue. She then lowered her head 

and kissed Yue’s boots. 

Yue frowned and pulled his feet back, he was not accustomed to being serve such way. 

Wang Lan’s face turned ashen as Yue pulled his feet away. She then turned and looked at Tiger Wang. 

The henhouse in Always Bright Village is a place of prostitution. The women in the henhouse have to 

serve all the armed militants. Not only that, the women in the henhouse are only allowed to eat soup 

water and gruel. If serving Tiger Wang is like living a life of humiliation, then living in the henhouse is like 

living a life not any better than death. At least when serving Tiger Wang, there would be enough to eat. 

Tiger Wang’s face had become sullen, with coldness in his eyes, fiercely looking at Wang Lan. He was 

courteous to Yue because of Yue’s strength, but he is merciless to a disobedient woman. 

“I’m sorry, master! I’m sorry, master! Please, let me serve you! I’ll do anything, as long as you say, I can 

satify all your needs. I beg you, let me serve you!” Wang Lan was very scared from Tiger Wang’s stared. 

She knelt at Yue’s feet, firmly holding his leg, with her soft breasts rubbing Yue’s calf, while crying and 

begging. 

Tiger Wang seeing Wang Lan holding Yue’s leg, his complexion grew solemn, and coldly said: “Come, 

take this woman out.” 

Two militants holding Type 79 submachine gun soon arrived, looking at Wang Lang with greedy eyes. 

They then reached out toward Wang Lan and grabbed her. 

The most beautiful women were divided among Tiger Wang, Lei Chen, Chen Yan, and Zhang Xiang. The 

women in the henhouse were average looking, a beauty like Wang Lan were rare. Even if there were 

several, in that harsh environment and tortured, they no longer that their look and human emotion. 

Wang Lan coming to the henhouse would allowed them to have a good time for a bit. 

“Don’t! Please! Master, I am willing to do anything! Help me please!! You can do anything you want to 

me, help me! Help me!!” Wang Lan pleaded while hugging Yue’s leg. 

Yue looked at Wang Lan crying and pleading him, turned to Tiger Wang and said: “Wait a minute! Boss 

Tiger, I will accept Wang Lan.” 

Tiger Wang’s face finally brightened, then waved his hand, the two men with disappointed eyes 

retreated. 

Going in a circle from death to life, Wang Lan’s inside was like a roller coaster. After Tiger Wang told the 

two men to back down, Wang Lan immediately knelt in front of Yue, and carefully massaging his legs. 



Seeing Yue finally accepted the women, Tiger Wang smiled, and started to speak to Yue: “Yue, you and I 

should work together! You see now the world has changed, it is time that we rise.” 

“The world of the past, all those idiots relied on their parents in order to secure their positions, it’s a 

waste. What skills do they have? Just because their parents overthrew the old regime, and established 

the new regime, they get to enjoy the luxurious and privilege life. The law is useless against these 

privilege individuals. They can relax, wantonly enjoying the world’s most beautiful woman, the best 

wines, and the greatest vehicles. While we worked hard to maybe be able to buy a house.” 

“But it’s different now, now that the world has changed. The world is in turmoil, it’s our time to rise. As 

long as we work together, gathered survivors, and established a new regime, we can kill the zombies. 

After we unified the country, our future generations will be able to enjoy the endless splendor.” 

Tiger Wang’s eyes were filled with ambitions. He looked at Yue with his fierce eyes, while explaining his 

ambitions. 

Wang Shuang was listening while to the side. He did not think Tiger Wang would have such huge 

ambitions. 

Yue was also surprised for a moment, he just wanted to go to Long Hai City enclave. Leaving those 

helpless women to the Government, and looked for a few powerful team mates to help him search for 

his parents back home. He did not have the ambitions to establish a new regime. 

“Those who steal are put to death, but those that steal a nation will become the aristocracy! Yue, the 

leaders of the past world. Their parents were also born commoners. The Ming Emperor was once a 

beggar, the Qing Nurhaci was also of slave origin. They was able to succeed, while we’re highly educated 

people, with guns in possession, cannot be any worse than them!” 

“Even if we take 10,000 steps back. If we have failed to established the new regime, as long as we have a 

huge amount of power, we can join any forces, and enjoy a wealthy life. If you think about it, throughout 

history, when dynasty changed, those powerful governors that surrendered to the new regime, they 

enjoyed the endless riches. If you’re a commoner, when the regime changes, you are at their mercy, 

taking away everything you have.” Seeing that Yue was thinking, Tiger Wang continued to speak. 

Hearing what Tiger Wang said was reasonable, Yue remained silent, thinking about his words. 

Yue slowly said: “Boss Tiger, have you thought if the government have not completely collapsed. With 

just an order from the central government, sending a battalion, then things will be far from good.” 

He did not know where Tiger Wang got these dozens of Type 81 rifles and Type 79 submachine gun to 

armed his men. But they had no formal training, and were just a bunch of rabbles. If the real army 

moved in, they can easily destroy this bunch of rabbles. 

Yue’s had been strengthened by the Magical System of the God, with extraordinary combat abilities, 

also dared not say that he would win against a company of People’s Liberation Army soldiers. Even a 

rocket launcher can kill him. 

 

  



Chapter 60: The Youthful Girl, Guo Yu 

Tiger Wang laughed out loud, then said: “HA HA! Little brother Yue, you have no idea. I reckoned that 

the central government has fallen. If they had not fallen, they would have released a notice of stability 

to reassured the public. It has been more than half a month since Long Hai City had broadcast a notice 

of the survival enclave to reassured the public. But there have not been any notice from the central 

government, they have all most likely became zombies.” 

Tiger Wang suddenly offered a promise: “Yue, if you come help me, you will be the 5th master of our 

Always Bright Village! You will only be below me, Zhang Xiang, Lei Zhen, and Chen Yan. The next time we 

go out to find survivors, I’ll let you pick the three most beautiful women.” 

Yue was silent for a moment, then slowly said: “Boss Tiger, I’m sorry. I have to make a trip to Nanning, 

my parents are there. I must go and find them. I’m afraid I can’t help you.” 

A cold light flashed in Tiger Wang’s eyes, his legs shaking, and was silent for a moment, letting out a long 

sigh, said: “Fine! You a righteous man that that value love. Each man have their own ambitions, I won’t 

force you. But I have a request, I hope you can do me a favor before leaving.” 

Yue’s eyes narrowed, and slowly said: “Boss Tiger, please tell me!” 

Tiger Wang smiled, his words surprising Yue: “I know a place where the military stored obsolete 

equipments and arsenals. I’m going to need your help, together we will seize the arsenals.” 

Yue thought for a moment before continuing to say: “Boss Tiger, your firepower is so fierce, yet is still 

unable to seize the arsenals?” 

With Tiger Wang’s firepower, as long as there are plenty of bullets, normal zombies would be easily kill. 

He had to asked Yue for help, thus the situation would not be so simple. 

Tiger Wang had nothing to hide, looking directly at Yue and said: “There is nothing to hide! In the 

arsenal, there are four mutated dogs. Those four mutated dogs are extremely ferocious, the last time 

we five brothers could not get rid of it. If I did not see your extraordinary skill this time, I would not dare 

have the idea of going there again.” 

“40%! Those four mutated dogs, if I get rid of them. I want 40% of the firearms inside that arsenal!” Yue 

thought for a while, then said. 

Tiger Wang frowned, then deeply said: “20%! Little brother Yue, after seizing the arsenal, the most I can 

give you is 20% of the arsenals.” 

Yue shaking his head, said: “Boss Tiger, I have to risk my life to fight those four mutated dogs. If careless, 

my brothers and I will all die under the jaws of those four mutated dogs. If it wasn’t because of Boss 

Tiger being so extraordinary and heroic. I would never asked for so low.” 

Tiger Wang stared at the mountain for a while, then looked toward the backyard and shouted: “Little 

Rain! Come here!” 

A skin white, black hair failing down her shoulders like a waterfall, baby-face, with voluptuous bosom, 

and fine facial features girl came in wearing a white dress. 



Seeing Little Rain came in, Lei Chen and Chen Yan had an insatiable desire in their eyes. They stared at 

Little Rain’s large breasts, who was a minor. 

Little Rain came in, kneeling before Tiger Wang, Lei Chen, and Chen Yan . With her refined beauty, 

youthful face, and busty figure, capturing people attention with her charm. She can be called a youthful 

big bosom model. 

Tiger Wang was also staring at Little Rain’s ample chest. 

Even Yue could not help but stared at her several time. In modern society, with ample nourishment, the 

girls developed early. Lu Wen’s figure among her peers is very good, but compared with Little Rain, was 

still quite a bit inferior. 

The girl name Little Rain timidly looked at Tiger Wang, and said: “Boss Tiger!” 

Tiger Wang pointed to Little Rain, then toward Yue, and said: “Little brother Yue, this is Guo Yu, she is 

the most beautiful virgin I have. Now I will give her to you! She’s not below those girls that you have 

brought. The most important is her obedience. And you know what? She is the daughter of Lei Jiang 

City’s Mayor. The virgin daughter of a mayor, her value is far above the 20% of arsenals, what do you 

think?” 

Listening to Tiger Wang giving her away like some kind of gift, Guo Yu’s eyes flashed with humiliation. 

But she did not dare show any discontent. Tiger Wang treated Yue with courtesy, but he would not 

show any mercy towards women. Guo Yu has seen Tiger Wang broke the limbs of a beautiful women, 

then threw her into the henhouse. The women could not endure it and died in 2 days, but before dying, 

the horrors she saw would shock one’s heart. There was also a women that was thrown to the zombies 

while alive. Guo Yu saw the woman being eaten piece by piece while moaning in miserable agony. From 

then on, none of the women dared to disobeyed Tiger Wang. Those girls that would dared exhibit a 

princess syndrome and temper before Tiger Wang would only be seeking death. 

Yue’s eyes blinked a few time, smiled and said: “Okay! We will do it your way.” 

Tiger Wang smiled and said to Guo Yu: “Little Rain, why have you not gone to meet your new master?” 

Guo Yu brought an air of sweet scent towards Yue, then knelt in front of Yue. She looked at Yue with 

those bright eyes and said: “Greeting master!” 

Seeing Guo Yu kneeling in front of Yue, Lei Chen and Chen Yan’s eyes were filled of envy. Each of them 

had four beautiful women in their room, but those women were not as beautiful or had a figure like Guo 

Yu. 

“Such a youthful and voluptuous beauty, Yue, you truly are fortunate.” Sitting besides Yue, Wang 

Shuang was staring at the tempting Guo Yu, his eyes flashed with a burning desire, and muttered in a 

low voice. 

Tiger Wang watched Guo Yu kneeling in front of Yue, smiled and said: “Now it’s getting late, little 

brother Yue, you have travelled far and hard. You should take a hot bath and rest.” 

Yue asked: “Boss Tiger, the water is not contaminated?” 



Bathing was a great consumption of water. In Lei Jiang city, only Yue, Ji Qing Wu, Chi Yang, and Lu Wen 

were able to bathe. The others were only able to wipe their body with water carefully, and did not dare 

to take a bath. After all, they did not know if the water was contaminated. 

Tiger Wang looked at Yue, and explained: “We take the water from the river. You won’t have any 

problems as long as you boil the water for 5 minutes. If you drink the water directly, there is a chance 

you may be infected, and a chance you may not be infected.” 

Guo Yu’s body was slightly trembling, she knew how they were able to reach this conclusion. Tiger Wang 

used more than 20 people to do the experiments. One of the people who drink the water directly 

became infected and turned into a zombie. 

Tiger Wang seeing that Yue did not have any doubt, attracted a tall, thin young man over, and ordered: 

“Liu Shui! Take little brother Yue and his companions to go rest.” 

Liu Shui nodded, and led Yue out: “Yes!” 

 


